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I take full responsibility to state that, the real culprit of the so-called coronavirus in Wuhan is a group of kleptocracy in Chinese Communist Party (CCP) headed by Wang Qishan (Chinese VP), Meng Jianzhu, Sun Lijun, Jiang Zemin (Former President), and Yang Jiechi. They plotted the Coronavirus Project and the chief operator is GUO DEYIN (right) who has been a bio-scientist of Wuhan University. He led the project to manufacture and release the virus.

You can find more details about the project in the biggest military portal in China: http://www.xilu.com, which is the authoritative military website on behalf of the CCP.

The Coronavirus Project is THE Pandora’s Box called by Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi in his speech last year, and is also part of the Pandora’s Box that we are going to reveal through our Revolution of Expose. In three weeks, on around February 29th, 2020, you will see the real seriousness of the coronavirus outbreak. I hope people around the world can collect wisdom to stop the spread of this Pandora's box, completely destroy the CCP—devil's incarnation, and stop the killing of more good people with this virus in the United States and around the world.